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Abstract
We propose an interactive environment in which we can

generate sequential information. Sequential information is
a sequence of movements which makes changes of situa-
tions. The system allows a user to construct an environ-
ment for generating sequential information. We provide
interactions and visualization for sequential information
generation based on theoretical grounds.

Keywords—Sequential information generation, interactive
system.

1 Introduction
Many movements in the world can be described by tran-

sitions of situations. For example, movements of a dance,
or movements of a robot can be described as changes of
places caused by movements of a body. For another exam-
ple, movements of a melody of music can be described as
changes of harmonies caused by sounds. The same mech-
anism can be found in the World Wide Web system.

In Web programming technology, a site page contains
some knowledge as well as references to other pages, caus-
ing a knowledge state transition of observers. A sequence
of pages observed may cause knowledge acquisition so that
a sequence of knowledge-structure is meaningful.

We formulate such mechanism as a calculus with situ-
ations and charts which make changes of situations ([10]).
We call sequences of charts and situations, which describe
changes of situations, sequential information. In the case
of Web programming, a page is regarded as an abstract
chart, and a state of knowledge is interpreted as a situation.
The chart involves a situation transition, where data and/or
procedures may be described as contents of the chart. Such
methodological concepts of chart and situation may be also
captured in the case of training manual and its effect.

In this paper, we propose a system which provides an
interactive environment for a calculus in order to gener-
ate sequential information. A graphical user interface can
provide an easy way for a user to understand how the cal-
culus forms sequential information. An interactive system

can provide an environment in which a user can modify
conditions of the calculus easily. This system can support
constructing a model of some application based on the cal-
culus.

We determine the goal of the system as the following:

• The system can provide an interface for starting a
query which asks sequential information under some
conditions.

• The system can show sequential information as the re-
sult of the query which is a list of sequences of charts.

• The system can represent how the sequential informa-
tion is produced.

• A user can change conditions and re-try the query im-
mediately.

We have developed systems which visualize a reasoning
process on logic programs ([8], [9]). The system proposed
in this paper is an extended version of these systems for
the sequential information. The system can be regarded
as a kind of visual debugger of which usefulness is shown
in [5], [7]. For Web browsing, there are some researches
which visualize the history of browsing [1], [3], [4]. We
have the same awareness of the problem as theirs. In this
paper, we propose a new model for generating sequential
information and an interactive system based on the model.

We introduce an example problem and represent a sys-
tem design of the environment in Section 2. An implemen-
tation of a graphical user interface and interaction is de-
scribed in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the calculus
which is a basis of the sequential information generation
and show some properties of it. In Section 5, we show how
the example is shown in the system.

2 A Design of the Interactive Environment
for Generating Sequential Information

In this section, we give a design of the interactive envi-
ronment for generating sequential information. At first, we
mention the requirements for the system. Next, we intro-
duce an example problem. Then, we describe the system
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architecture. At last, we show the design of two screens:
the main screen and the sequential information screen.
2.1 Requirements

We construct a system which generates sequential infor-
mation under given conditions. Three conditions, namely,
(1) a logic program, (2) a semantic function, and (3) con-
straints are given, and we represent them P , Sem, and I ,
respectively in this paper. Sem specifies the relation be-
tween situations and charts: what chart can change situa-
tions. P specifies the relation between charts: what chart
can be followed by other charts. I specifies the relation
between situations: what situation can change to other sit-
uations. An input for the system is a pair of two situations:
the initial and end situations. We call them as a query. An
output of the system is sequential information which gen-
erates the changes of the given situations: the sequential in-
formation is a list of sequences of charts. Each sequence of
charts represents a way to make the transition from the ini-
tial to the end situations. The sequential information repre-
sents all the candidates for changes of the initial situation
to the end situation.

The system should satisfy the following requirements.

• A user can input the semantic function Sem, the logic
program P , and the constraint set I to the system.

• A user can give a query to the system.

• The system can perform the transition of charts and
generate sequential information.

• The system can show the result for the query.

The detailed requirements about interaction are the fol-
lowing.

• A user can input a query which is a pair of the initial
situation and the end situation.

• A user can know the result for a query that is more
than one sequence of charts.

• A user can know how the result is derivated. That is,
the system can show how the result is obtained.

2.2 An example problem
We use an example problem for showing how the sys-

tem generates sequential information. It is a variation of
the example introduced in [6].

A counter starts at the left bottom square of the board
in Figure 1, and may move within the board either up or
right. The purpose of the original example in [6] is to de-
scribe movements of the counter in the formal way. In this
paper, we give the initial position and final position to the
counter, and find paths or sequences of movements of the
counter. The answer for the question of how the counter
moves from the left bottom square to the right up square
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Figure 1. An example problem: the initial sit-
uation in the board.

can be shown by the interactive system for generating se-
quential information as in Figure 4. The details of the fig-
ure are mentioned in Section 5. We describe how we find
them by the system.
2.3 System architecture

The system consists of

1. the calculus performer and

2. the interaction provider.

The calculus performer evaluates sequential informa-
tion when a user inputs a query. It follows the procedure
which we mention in Section 4.

The interaction provider prepares fields for a user’s in-
put and shows the result. It consists of

• the main screen, and

• the sequential information screen.

The main screen provides the fields for a user’s input. It
also shows P , Sem and I . The sequential information
screen shows a graph for selected sequences of charts. The
details of the screens are discussed in the next subsections.
2.4 Main screen design

In the main screen a user can

• modify the logic program P , the semantic function
Sem and the constraint I ,

• ask a query, and

• get sequential information for the query.

The main screen of the system has 6 fields of which
names are Program, Semantics, Constraints, Start, Goal
and Sequential Information.

Figure 3 shows the layout of the main screen design.
Program shows P , Semantics shows Sem and Constraints
shows I . P , Sem and I are given to the system when it
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is activated. A user can modify them at any time when the
system is running. The top left field is prepared for editing
P , Sem or I .

Start and Goal are fields for a user input. When a user
gives a query to the system, the user inputs the initial situ-
ation to the Start and the end situation to Goal.

Sequential information shows the sequences of charts
for the user’s query. It appears when the user puts the Go
button. A sequence of charts is represented on a line. Six
sequences of charts are shown in Figure 3.

2.5 Sequential information screen design
Figure 4 shows the sequential information screen de-

sign. It appeares when a user puts the Show button in the
main screen. The sequential information screen shows the
details of selected sequences of charts.

In the screen, a sequence of charts is shown by situa-
tions and charts. A situation is represented as a rectan-
gle which includes the name of the situation. A rectangle
connects to other rectangles as an arrow if there is a chart
which causes a situation transition between the two rectan-
gles. The name of chart is drawn on the arrow.

If an arrow is clicked, the elements of Program, Seman-
tics and Constraints (related to the situation transition) are
coloured in the main screen. They show which elements of
P , Sem and I cause the situation transition.

If a user selects plural sequences of charts in the main
screen and puts the Show button, the details of the se-
quences of charts are shown in the same sequential infor-
mation screen.

By property shown in Section 4, we cannot avoid cross-
ing edges in some cases [2]. We draw a graph in the
sequential information screen as the following principles
suggest.

• A situation is represented as a rectangle.

• A chart in a sequence is represented as an arrow. It
connects two situations which are the before and after
situations of the chart performed. The name of the
chart is shown on the arrow.

• The initial situation is placed on the left end of a fig-
ure.

• The end situation is placed on the right end of the fig-
ure.

3 Implementation of Interaction
In this section, we discuss the interaction between a user

and the system in the sequential information screen. We
show how the interaction provider communicates with the
calculus performer. We mention the theoretical grounds of
the implementation of the interaction in Section 4.

3.1 Possible interactions in sequential informa-
tion screen

In the sequential information screen, the following in-
teraction needs communication for the calculus performer
to:

1. Calculate sequential information after updating P ,
Sem or I .

2. Change colour of the relative conditions when a user
clicks an arrow in the sequential information screen.

The first item can be easily implemented as the cal-
culus performer. To calculate sequential information
makes use of conditions which are held by the interaction
provider. Regarding the second item, we show the theoret-
ical grounds for the interaction.
3.2 Communication between the calculus per-

former and the interaction provider
The communication between the calculus performer

and the interaction provider occurs only at

• the start of a query and

• the end of the query.

At the start of a query, the interaction provider sends

• P , Sem, and I

• the initial and end situations of the query

to the calculus performer.
At the end of the query, the calculus performer sends

sequences of charts and situations with the first argument
of each relation moveP to the interaction provider. The
relation moveP is to construct the calculus for generating
sequential information. We describe the details of moveP

in Section 4.
When a user clicks an arrow in the sequential infor-

mation screen, the interaction provider is responsible to
change colours of the relative elements of P , Sem and I .

4 A Calculus for Sequential Information
Generation

4.1 A procedure of the calculus
The calculus [10] is regarded as a model of sequential

information generation.
The calculus is

� = (C, Σ, Sem, P, I),

where C is a set of charts, Cnot = {not a|a ∈ C} is a
set of negative charts, Σ is a set of situations, Sem: C →
Σ → Σ is a semantic function , P is a propositional logic
program : P ⊆ C × (C ∪ Cnot)∗, and I ⊆ Σ × Σ is a set
of constraints.
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(1)
moveP (�; σ; σ)

(2) (A ← G) ∈ P moveP (← G; σ1; Sem−1[[A]]σ2) ( Sem−1[[A]]σ2, σ2 )
moveP (← A; σ1; σ2)

(3) failureP (← A)
moveP (← not A; σ; σ)

(4) No clause A ← G with A head is in P
failureP (← A)

(5) For all A ← G failureP (← G)
failureP (← A)

(6)
moveP (← A; σ1; σ2)
failureP (← not A)

(I) moveP (← G1; σ1; σ2) moveP (← G2; σ2; σ3)
moveP (← G1, G2; σ1; σ3)

(II)
failureP (← G)

failureP (← G1, G, G2)

Figure 2. A procedure of the calculus.

A chart is a cause of a situation transition. A situation
represents a “situation” of a world. The details of a situa-
tion, that is how we describe a situation, is domain-specific.

An element of Sem is formulated as Sem[[a]]s1 = s2

where a is a chart, and s1 and s2 are situations. It speci-
fies a possible situation transition of which the initial situ-
ation is s1, the final situation is s2, and the chart which is
a cause of the transition is a. The inverse function of Sem
is Sem−1[[a]]s2 = s1 when Sem[[a]]s1 = s2.

P represents possible chart sequences. Each literal in
a clause of the logic program P is a chart. A clause l ←
l1, . . . , ln (n ≥ 0) means the literal l, which is a chart or
negative chart of the form not a, can be performed after
the charts l1, . . . , ln.

I specifies possible situation transitions. An element of
I is denoted as (s1, s2) which means a situation s1 may
change to s2 with some chart.

Sem, P and I can be specified individually. How-
ever, only the transition which satisfies all specifications
of Sem, P and I can be performed. We call Sem, P and
I conditions of the calculus.

We define two functions moveP and failureP . The
function moveP has three arguments: a sequence of charts,
the initial situation and the end situation. It means the ini-
tial situation can change to the end situation by the charts.
The function failureP has an argument which is a se-
quence charts. It means the sequence of charts never oc-
curs for the conditions.

The procedure of the calculus is described in formal
way as in Figure 2. The query for the calculus, which asks
whether some situation transition can be performed or not,
can be solved by the procedure. The system receives the

initial situation and the end situation. It gets sequences of
charts. We call sequences of charts and situations (which
are changes before and after situations of each chart) se-
quential information by the procedure. The procedure finds
the former situation from the end situation. This procedure
finds all sequences of charts which change the initial situ-
ation to the end situation.

4.2 Theoretical aspects for sequential informa-
tion screen

In this subsection, we show two properties for making
the sequential information screen.

Property 1 If we draw plural sequences of charts on a
screen, they make a connected graph.

Proof Sequences of charts have at least two same situa-
tions: the initial situation and the end situation. Then, two
sequences of charts are at least connected at the initial sit-
uation and the end situation. A sequence of charts must be
a connected graph because it represents transitions of situ-
ations. Therefore, if we draw plural sequences of charts on
a screen, they make a connected graph. q.e.d.

Property 2 There are cases that a graph made by plural
sequences of charts is not a plane graph.

Proof There is a case that a graph made by plural se-
quences of charts may include a complete graph by 5
points: K5. In the following case, the graph of sequences
of charts from the situation s0 to s4 is a complete graph.

� = (C, {s0, s1, s2, s3, s4}, Sem, P, I),

where:

C = {x(i,j)|0 ≤ i ≤ 4, 0 ≤ j ≤ 4, i 
= j},
Sem[[x(i,j)]]si = sj (i 
= j),
I = {(si, sj)|i < j},

and

P = x(0,1) ← x(2,3) ← x(0,2)

x(0,2) ← x(2,3) ← x(1,2)

x(0,3) ← x(2,4) ← x(0,2)

x(0,4) ← x(2,4) ← x(1,2)

x(1,2) ← x(0,1) x(3,4) ← x(0,3)

x(1,3) ← x(0,1) x(3,4) ← x(1,3)

x(1,4) ← x(0,1) x(3,4) ← x(2,3).

q.e.d.

This property shows that we cannot avoid crossing
edges in some cases [2].
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4.3 Theoretical grounds for interaction
An arrow in the sequential information screen has at

most an elements of P , Sem and I as the relative con-
dition. Because an arrow corresponds to one of the rule
of the procedure in Figure 2. We find what information
should be held in the interaction provider to show relations
between a transition (represented as an arrow) and P , Sem
and I .

Property 3 An arrow with elements of the function Sem
and the relation I can be constructed for given sequential
information.

Proof From the definition, Sem: C → Σ → Σ is a func-
tion and I is a subset of Σ × Σ. Therefore, if a chart and
two situations are given, we can find at most one element
for Sem and I which make a situation transition with the
given chart and situations. q.e.d.

Property 4 There is a case that an arrow with a clause of
P cannot be uniquely constructed only for given sequential
information.

Proof In the case that a clause in P has a body which con-
sists of more than two literals, we may not specify which
clause has a relation to an arrow. For example, there is a
calulus

� = ({x, y}, {s0, s1}, Sem, P, I)

where:
Sem[[x]]s0 = s1,
Sem[[y]]s1 = s1,
I = {(s0, s1), (s1, s1)},

and
P = x ←

y ← x.

The situation transition from s0 to s1 can occur for both
of x ← and y ← x. Therefore we cannot reconstruct the
correspondence of an arrow and a clause of P only from
sequential information. q.e.d.

Therefore, the system can make an arrow with its rela-
tive conditions by sequential information and the first ar-
gument of each moveP .

5 A Solution of the Example
Figure 3 shows the interface of the system for the ex-

ample introduced in Section 2.2. We represent each square
of the board as a situation, and up and right as charts.
The chart u means up and r means right. The situation
sij(0 ≤ i ≤ 2, 0 ≤ j ≤ 2) represents the square of (i, j).

The calculus � = ({u, r}, Σ, Sem, P, I), where

Σ = {sij | 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, 0 ≤ j ≤ 2},

P is:
u ← r ← u
r ← u ← u
r ← r u ← r

the function Sem assigns the transition of situations to
each chart for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, 0 ≤ j ≤ 2:

Sem[[u]]sij = s(i+1)j

Sem[[r]]sij = si(j+1)

and

I = {(sij , s(i+1)j), (sij , s(i−1)j), (sij , si(j+1)),
(sij , si(j−1)) | 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, 0 ≤ j ≤ 2}.

In the left side of Figure 3, the list named Program
shows P , Semantics shows Sem, and Constraints shows
I . The top of the field in the left side is for updating condi-
tions.

In the right side of the figure, there are the fields named
Start and Goal, Go and Show buttons and Sequential in-
formation list. When a user inputs an initial situation in
Start and an end situation in Goal, and puts Go button, the
calculus is started. Then the calculated sequential infor-
mations are represented in Sequential information list and
Show button appears. Figure 3 shows the case in which a
user inputs s00 in Start field and s22 in Goal field.

When a user puts Show button in Figure 3, Figure 4
appears. It shows the detailed information of the selected
sequential information in Figure 3. The selected sequen-
tial information has the coloured background in the figure.
In this case, two sequences of the six are selected. In the
figure, the initial situation is placed in the left side and the
final situation is placed in the right side. An arrow shows
the change of situation according to the calculus. The char-
acters on the arrow represents the chart for the change. The
coloured elements in Program, Semantics and Constraints
in main screen are related to the arrow labeled r from s01

to s02.

6 Concluding Remarks
We develop an interactive system for generating sequen-

tial information. Making use of the system, a user can per-
form the calculus for sequential information generation,
show its result, modify the conditions.The user can also
perform the calculus under modified conditions in many
times. The result of the calculus is shown by a graph. The
feature of the system is that it has the theoretical grounds
of the interaction. This paper is breifly concerned with the
grounds.

The system can be applied to problems which have time
dependent constraints and space dependent constraints.
The time dependent constraints will be represented as a
logic program P and the space dependent constraints will
be represented as constraints I . We expect that the system
can be used as the model of the WWW browsing.
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Figure 3. The user interface for the calculus.
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